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Quantifying mixing entropy 

in the introduction for theNorthPacific). Note again that a zero entropy does notmean that there is nomixing
taking place at the specific location, but that there are simply noparticles at these positions after some time.A
change of thebinwidth from5° to 4° and 6° leads to similar conclusions (seefigures S6 andS7).

Figure 4.The spatial entropy Sk definedwith a binwidth 5°, scaled by themaximumentropy for each basin separately according to the
definitions in figure 3(a).

Figure 5.The stationary densities in each basin, corresponding to the eigenvectorwith eigenvalue 1 ofT, with (Δx,Δt)=(2°, 60 days).
The colour shows the particle density per 2°×2° bin, normalised to themaximumdensity in each respective basin.Note that some
bins have a stationary density of zero (e.g. close to the SouthernOcean in panels d and e) and are coloured in grey.
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also poses a natural limit for backtracking, i.e. when using Lagrangian particle tracking to investigate where
plastic debris or other floatingmaterial came from. This is again illustrated in figure 2(b), where blue and red
particles aremixed to length scales below the typical spatial resolution of ocean circulationmodels. It is then
virtually impossible to accurately track individual particles back to their origin: loosely speaking, almost any
origin (here east or west)within a specific basin is possible.

In this paper, we analyse the convergence to the subtropical accumulation regions and the property of
mixing at the ocean surfacewith twomethods:mixing entropy for a full time dependent particle transport
model, and the concept ofmixing time of theMarkov chain given by the discretised transfer operator associated
with the annual advective transport of particle densities. Both full particle simulations and transfer operator
methods are common tools tomodel long termmarine plastic debris transport, such that the relevance of our
results can be directly interpretedwithin these two frameworks. Ourmethods reveal that on time scales of about
10-15 years,mixing is very relevant for basin scale transport simulations.

2.Methods

Allmethods in this paper are based on the advection of virtual passive particles constrained to the global ocean
surface. Surface ocean velocityfields are obtained from a 1/12° globalNEMOORCA-N006 simulation [20] that
is forced by theDrakkar forcing consisting of wind, heat and freshwater fluxes derived from reanalysis and
observed data [21]. The hydrodynamic data is provided on theORCAgrid [22]. Our dataset starts on January 5,
2000, and has a temporal resolution of 5 days.We use the Parcels framework version 1.1.0 [23] (http://
oceanparcels.org) for the particle advectionwith theC-grid interpolation scheme described in [24]. Trajectories
are integratedwith the 4th-order Runge-Kuttamethod, with a time step of 10minutes. Our simulations capture
the transport of passive particles, i.e. we do not include any additionalmechanisms of beaching, sinking or other
removal from the sea surface. The code for advecting particles and for data analysis can be found on https://
github.com/OceanParcels/surface_mixing.We note again thatwe use the term particle density to refer to a
particle distribution normalised to unity.

2.1. Entropy ofmixing
The entropy ofmixing is the Shannon entropy [25] related to probabilities derived from spatial distributions of
particles that belong to different species. It describes howwell-mixed particles of different species are, i.e. how
fast information on particle species is lost when transported by a given flow (see [26] and references therein).

In order to study themixing process within each basin (see the definition of the basins in section 2.3), we start
from an initially uniformdistribution of particles on a global 0.2°×0.2° grid (approximately 1million
particles) on the beginning of our dataset (January 5, 2000), and advect them for 10 years. Each particle receives a
fixed label i corresponding to its initial positionwithin the bins of a 5°×5° lattice. This choice is to ensure that
there are enough particles for each label to compute spatial densities based on particle statistics. It is coarser than
the choice of binning for theMarkov chainmodels, for whichwe are not limited by thefinite number of particles
(see section 2.2). Let ti k,S ( ) denote the discretised density of particles with label i evaluated in spatial grid cell k
(taken to be 5°×5° aswell), computed based on the particle distribution at time t. The (local) entropy ofmixing
at time t and bin k (called Sk(species) in [26]) is then defined as:
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is the conditional probability tofind a particle of label i in afixed bin k after advection for time t. The entropy is a
measure of how strongly particles of different types aremixedwithin a cell k, larger values of Sk corresponding to
strongermixing.With our definition of particle labels, the entropy ofmixing is ameasure of the loss of the
information regarding the origin of a particle. Note that we only use the densities i k,S to compute the entropy,
which is independent of the actual number of particles placed in a respective bin i, as long as it is unequal of zero.
Consequently, our results also apply to globally non-uniform particle distributions that initially have a non-
vanishing number of particles in each bin.

Aswe are interested in themixing property in each basin separately, we compute Sk for each individual basin
byfirst dividing the ocean intofive ocean basins (see section 2.3). This is justified by the fact that the different
subtropical gyres are only weakly connected [27] on the time scales of interest for plastic transportmodelling
(few decades). Themaximumentropy is reached for a distributionwhere all pi k∣ are the same and therefore equal
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Mapping of plastic with Earth Observation?
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Table 1. Major marine processes affecting the fate of marine plastic debris and their relevance to identified scientific questions (See the Introduction section). Spatial
extent and lifetime of processes are reported alongside corresponding spatial and temporal observation requirements. Observation requirements are reported in
terms of Goal (G) and Threshold (T) levels, see text for definition.

Marine process Spatial Temporal Related to
Question (Q)

Spatial
Extent(max)

Required Spatial
Resolution of observations

Lifetime of
process (max)

Required frequency of
observations

River discharge 100 Km 30 m (G) 500 m (T) 1 month 3 h (T) Q1
Spill 100 Km 1 m (G) 50 m (T) 1 month 2 h (T) Q1

Shoreline accumulation 1000 km 1 m (G) 5 m (T) 10 year 12 h (G) 5 d (T) Q1, Q2, Q3
Submesoscale convergence

filaments
10 km 30 m (G) 100 m (T) 1 month 1 d (T) Q2,Q3
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The dynamics of marine plastic debris in the upper ocean (Q2 and Q3) are typically studied at the
global scale using models that describe the movement of small positively buoyant plastic particles (see
Table 2 in Hardesty et al. (2017)[17]). Typically, these models have a horizontal spatial resolution of
1/12 ° (approximately 10 km) with daily or monthly outputs resolving processes at spatial scales from
ocean gyres down to mesoscale eddies. At present, such models show disagreement up to a factor of 10
in their estimates of plastic abundance in the most frequently sampled areas with high concentrations
of plastics, such as the Northern Pacific and Atlantic Gyres [12]. Most of the disagreement among
models has been attributed to the lack of observations, even in the gyres. At smaller spatial scales than
those resolved by current models (i.e. down to 1 km), it has been hypothesised that physical structures,
i.e. submesoscale frontal convergence areas [36,37] will produce accumulation and patchiness of
marine plastic debris. Detection and quantification targeting these accumulation zones would provide
new information for models, to reduce their uncertainties.

Figure 1. Diagram representing the four observational scenarios discussed in the text (Section 2). (1)
River discharge, (2) spills, (3) shoreline accumulation, (4) submesoscale convergence filaments.

Table 1 summarises the link between questions, processes, their spatial and temporal scales and
the observational requirements, while Figure 1 presents a graphical summary of the processes involved.
The current review focuses on Q1, Q2 and Q3, which are potentially tractable using satellite remote
sensing. We further limit the scope of this review to marine realms due to the urgent socio-economic
importance and potential impacts along coastlines and in the sunlit ocean and air-sea interface [8,17].

The greatest difference in sampling requirements is on the observation frequency. To resolve
processes in coastal and oceanic environments daily observations or at greater frequency are required
to detect changes in accumulation areas driven by highly dynamic processes (river discharge, spills
and submesoscale convergence filaments). Lower observation frequency (up to 5 day revisit) should
be sufficient to monitor shoreline accumulation processes beyond the supratidal zone.
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Figure 4 Oceanographic simulations of raft dispersal. a) and b) One-month simulation 317 

with Parcels (un-rimmed circles) compared with satellite imagery (black-rimmed circles). 318 

c) and d) 2-year simulation with Parcels for releases on each 7 August of the years 2000-319 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 324 
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Conclusions

Geostrophy, Stokes and Ekman are all important for the transport of floating material

Events like the Tonga eruption provide unique opportunity to validate transport models

However, not on timescales of much more than a few years
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models to some extend seems to argue against the usage of realistic, small-scale input scenarios tomodel long
term global plastic distributions, e.g. based on population densities [8, 10]. Particles seem to accumulate in
similar regions in the long run, with the particle history only playing aminor role.

In this article, we address this issue: our hypothesis is that the surface ocean current in each basin ismixing on
time scales of several years, which is in the order of typical time scales of interest for global plastic transport
modelling. Themixing propertymeans that individual surface particles ’forget’ their history, and particle
densities, i.e. particle distributions normalised to unity, converge to the subtropical accumulation regions almost
independently of initial conditions or small perturbations of the flow, such as sub-surface advection. The basic
idea is illustrated infigure 2, that shows the initial (a) andfinal (b) positions of virtual particles as a scatter plot in
theNorth Pacific. In thefigure, particles originating from the eastern andwestern parts of the basin are labelled
with different colours.While there are a few regions (mostly close to coasts) that remain dominantly red or blue,
the colours apparently have completelymixedwithin the centre of the basin after 10 years.

For the applicationwe present here, the property of ’history loss’ of an individual particle results from the
combination of two features that are inherent to all simulations using Lagrangian particle tracking on the
oceanic scale: the chaotic behaviour of trajectories, and thefinite accuracy of ocean circulationmodels. For
plasticmodelling, plastic input scenarios are an additional source of uncertainty. The chaotic behaviour implies
that two initially close particles will separate exponentially and thus very quickly go independent pathways [19].
Small errors in initial conditions, differences in trajectory integration schemes and numerical errors amplify,
such that the correlation between initial andfinal particle densities decays over time. This decay of correlations is
expected to be present in a chaotic system such as the surface ocean, but to our knowledge the time scales of this
process at the ocean surface have not been analyzed so far.

Understanding these time scales is important due to several reasons. From a practical perspective, specifying
detailed initial particle positions is not necessary if particles are advected formuch longer than the typicalmixing
time scale. This alsomeans that far beyond such a time scale, initial information does not havemuch relevance
forfinal particle densities, i.e. for particle distributions normalised to unity. Consequently, such amixing time

Figure 1.Concentration of approximately 1million initially uniformly distributed particles after 10 years. The concentration
(logarithmic scale) is computedwith a 2° square binning. The converging Ekman currents in the subtropics lead to the accumulation
of particles in these regions, called garbage patches. The simulation details are described in section 2.

Figure 2. Initial and final positions of particles that are coloured according to their initial position. The red and blue particles are
apparently completelymixed after 10 years in the centre of the subtropical gyre.We refer for simulation details to section 2.
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